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Abstract:
In this article, we take a close look at the literacy demands of one task from the ‘Marvellous
Micro-organisms Stage 3 Life and Living’ Primary Connections unit (Australian Academy of
Science, 2005). One lesson from the unit, ‘Exploring Bread’, (pp 4-8) asks students to ‘use bread
labels to locate ingredient information and synthesise understanding of bread ingredients’. We
draw upon a framework offered by the New London Group (2000), that of linguistic, visual and
spatial design, to consider in more detail three bread wrappers and from there the complex
literacies that students need to interrelate to undertake the required task. Our findings are that
although bread wrappers are an example of an everyday science text, their linguistic, visual and
spatial designs and their interrelationship are not trivial. We conclude by reinforcing the need
for teachers of science to also consider how the complex design elements of everyday science
texts and their interrelated literacies are made visible through instructional practice.
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Senses of Scientific Literacy: Fundamental and Derived
In their seminal article about the senses of scientific literacies, Norris and Phillips (2003)
delineate two categories in which students must demonstrate proficiency: a fundamental and a
derived sense of scientific literacies. The derived sense refers to being knowledgeable, learned
and educated about science concepts. The fundamental sense broadly refers to the act of
‘reading and writing’ scientific content. Much of the research into school science, as represented
in high esteem science education journals such as Research in Science Education and Science
Education, focuses on the derived sense, often ignoring its interrelatedness to the fundamental
sense. In this article, we want to cast a clearer lens on the fundamental sense of scientific
literacies and its interrelatedness to the derived sense for one science task from the Australian
Academy of Science (2005) Primary Connections Marvellous Micro-organisms Stage 3 Life and
Living. In one part of one lesson entitled Exploring Bread, students are required to ‘use bread
labels to locate ingredient information and synthesise understanding of bread ingredients’. We are
not drawing on classroom data from an empirical project; rather we are theorising the design and
literacy demands of the task for the purpose of demonstrating both their complexities and
interrelatedness to add to our underlying argument that it is assumptive to not scaffold the
fundamental sense of scientific literacies within pedagogic instruction focused on the derived
sense of scientific literacies.
Their justification is that ‘[r]eading and writing are inextricably linked to the very nature and
fabric of science, and by extension, to learning science. Take them away and there goes science
and proper science learning also….’ (p. 226). Importantly, their notion of reading and writing is
not limited to the cognitive/psychological views of reading and writing as situated in the
individual person. Reading is viewed as encompassing ‘comprehension, interpreting, analysing
and critiquing texts’ (p. 229). Through application to practice, they show that science ‘does not
wear its meaning on the surface. Like any other type of text, it must be interpreted by the reader
through an active, critical engagement’ (p. 235). Texts must be read to also determine:
such meanings as degrees of certainty being expressed, the scientific status of
statements, and the roles of statements in reasoning that ties together the elements
of substantive content…to examine not only the sources of knowledge, its limits, and its
certainty, but also to interpret texts in various ways, to adjudicate those ways in light of
available evidence, and to adopt a stance towards the texts that is neither deferential nor
dismissive but properly critical (p. 235).
The impetus our examination herein is the evidence from a range of major international research
projects that point to a continued decline in interest among adolescent students in science (e.g.
Reiss, 2007; Relevance of Science Education, 2008). In addition, the most recent Organization
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 2006) data from the Programme for
International Student Assessment (PISA) details a downward shift in student motivation and
involvement in school sciences for a significant number of 15 year olds in the 58 participant
countries. The PISA study also reports that, on average, 5.2% of participating students were
unable to complete Level 1 tasks, tasks of the lowest level. In addition, just under 20% of
students, on average, were not proficient at Level 2 tasks. The prediction is that approximately
25% of secondary school students would be unable to ‘participate effectively and productively in
life situations related to science’ (OECD).

Alongside this international reportage, the Australian media has given much press to the
(supposed) lack of achievement in education in Australian schools in general and in terms of
science and literacy in particular. These discussions cite the OECD PISA (2006) data, often
noting that Australia scored ‘well down’ on the science scale, below Finland, New Zealand,
Canada, China and Estonia and on a par with the Netherlands, Korea and Ireland. Talk-back radio
contributes to the discussion, if not the facts, that parents are supposedly better educated than
their children. The Australian (Half of us lack skills , 2008) reports on an Australian Bureau of
Statistics literacy study claiming that 46 % of the population would struggle to understand the
meaning of documentation evident in maps, a form of text often used in life situations of science.
Disputing or buying into arguments of a crisis of relevance for school science, or a literacy crisis,
is not the focus of our paper. Rather our intent is to contribute to the professional conversation
about school science and its relationship with literacy. If, as the article in The Australian
suggests, significant proportions of the population would struggle to understand an everyday
science text, then it is our contention that to solely focus on the derived sense of scientific
literacies means that the complex fundamental sense of scientific literacies is not made visible to
the population.
We want to extend these understandings of the fundamental sense of scientific literacies to one
lesson from the Primary Connections ‘Marvellous Micro-organisms Stage 3 Life and Living’ unit
(Australian Academy of Science, 2005). We focus on a task within the ‘Exploring Bread’ lesson
(pp 4-8). In the next section we review the principled foundations of the Australian Academy of
Science’s Primary Connections project for the purpose of contextualising our research. We then
draw on a framework offered by the New London Group (2000) to show the multiple modes of
design in the science text under investigation, bread wrappers. In doing so, we (i) make visible
the complexity of these everyday science texts and (ii) show the utility of such a framework for
framing teachers’ thinking about the often invisible literacy demands of science tasks.
Primary Connections: Linking Science with Literacy
The Australian Academy of Science Primary Connections project was developed out of
recommendations by the Commonwealth’s Discipline Review of Teacher Education in
Mathematics and Science. The project provided (i) a professional development program for
science teachers in selected schools, and (ii) the production of instructional handbooks made
available to all teachers nationally for a nominal fee. The mission was to prepare students for the
future needs of the ‘smart economy’ and to address the perceived disconnection between science
and literacy. An additional aim was to extend teachers’ knowledge of science and science
teaching. The explicit goal was to demonstrate improvement in teachers’ confidence as well as
competence for science teaching, particularly as it related to literacies of science.
Primary Connections promotes a hands-on activity-based approach that provides a unique
interpretation of Bybee’s (1997) five phases of enquiry model. The five phases of enquiry, also
known as the 5Es model, encompass five non-hierarchical non-linear phases: engagement,
exploration, explanation, elaboration and evaluation. The 5Es are neither tangible, fixed, nor
something that can be listed. Rather than listing the content of each, Bybee (1997) draws on
theorisations of connecting to prior knowledge, unbalancing the cognitive equilibrium and

engaging in reflective thinking. The explication of the underpinning model of enquiry is
important for it offers a lens into what is constructed as desired behaviours for students of
primary science, as well as challenging teachers to adopt pedagogies that promote engagement,
exploration, explanation, elaboration and evaluation. We propose that the content under
instruction needs to consider the interrelated derived and fundamental senses of scientific
literacies.
The task under examination in this research paper is from one lesson entitled ‘Exploring Bread’
(Australian Academy of Science, 2005, pp 4-8) and situated within the Engage phase. Bybee
(1997) posits the core premise of the engagement phase is to connect future and past activities
and cites student puzzlement and motivation to continue as markers of successful engagement.
Quoting Swanage and Lane (1999), Boddy et al. (2003) state the purpose of the engagement
phase is ‘to capture children’s imagination’. The Australian Academy of Science (2005, p. vii)
extend understandings, describing this phase as the time to ‘engage students’ interest, stimulate
curiosity, raise questions for inquiry, and elicit [students’] existing beliefs about the topic’. It will
be recalled that the focus task is for students to ‘use bread labels to locate ingredient information
and synthesise understanding of bread ingredients’. But are bread wrappers scientific text? They
most certainly are; they are the representation of complex scientific fact for everyday audiences.
For example, bread wrappers summarise and present complex scientific concepts and the findings
of its research under headings such as:
• nutrition information - energy, protein, fat (total and saturated), carbohydrates (total and
sugars), dietary fibre and sodium
• ingredients list - which include wheat flour, water, yeast, salt, vinegar, canola oil, soy
flour, emulsifiers (471, 481 (both vegetable derived)), preservatives (282), vitamin
(thiamine)
• storage information, and
• a consumption warning, presented under the heading of ‘attention’.
Additional scientific concepts and information for consumers are located within other written and
visual text on the bread wrapper. Three bread wrappers available in Australia are provided below,
in Figures One, Two and Three.

Fig
gure One: Coles Smarrt Buy Whitte Bread wrrapper.

Figgure Two: Golden Hearth Organ
nic Bread wrapper.

Figgure Threee: Helga’s Continentall Bakehousse Mixed Grrain Wrapp
per.

The remainder of this paper asks ‘With which text design elements do students have to engage to
use a bread wrapper to locate ingredient information and synthesise understanding of bread
ingredients?’ Our findings highlight the complex designs of an everyday scientific text. In doing
so, we contend that the complexities of the fundamental sense of scientific literacies must not be
treated as trivial; rather they need to be acknowledged and scaffolded through overt instruction in
the science classroom.
Bread Wrappers: A Multimodal Text Analysis
Gee (2008, p. 40), in talking about schooling in general, emphasises what ‘appears to be crucial
for success now are abilities to deal with multimodal text (texts which mix words and images),
nonverbal symbols, and with technical systems within specific, and now usually highly
collaborative and institutional practices’. Linking such ideas to science education, Wellington and
Osborne (2001) purport that the greatest barrier to learning school science lies with learning how
to engage with and produce its complex representations. Likewise, Lemke (2000) insists that
learning in the subject of science includes learning to use and express its specialised language in
meaningful and multi-modal ways. Hand and Prain (2006) cut to the chase, explaining that
without these multiple modes there can be no science; science cannot be separated from its
integrated modes of representation.
These theorizations emphasise the integrated meaning making systems of multimodal text,
which, according to the New London Group (2000), can be considered as five interrelated
designs modes: linguistic, visual, spatial, gestural and audio design. Central to the task of
‘us[ing] bread labels to local ingredients information and synthesise understanding of bread
ingredients’ are the first three of these design elements: linguistic, visual and spatial design.
Tables One, Two and Three, below, provide an analysis of each of the three bread wrappers in
terms of the three design elements.

Table One: Linguistic Design (includes structure, vocabulary, cohesion and modality)

Bread Wrapper 1
Coles White Bread

Bread Wrapper 2
Golden Hearth Organic

Bread Wrapper 3
Helga’s Mixed Grain

Vocabulary is scientific (eg. nutrition
information categories) and everyday (eg.
slice and crust).
Suggestions for storage of bread are structured
as procedural text, mostly thematised by
commands (store, eliminate, seal).
Cohesion is achieved through temporal
sequencing of procedures. This section
represents scientific findings on the ‘life’
of bread and the conditions under which it
can be kept for longer. In comparison,
wrapper 3 uses statements rather than
commands.
‘Attention’ section uses relatively high
modality (eg. may). It offers a ‘warning’
about potential ingredients NOT listed in
the ingredients list. To understand why
requires understanding of the scientific
concept of allergic reactions combined with
legal concepts of duty of disclosure.
Information about quantity of ingredients can
be determined by accessing the nutrition
information (e.g., quantity of sugars and
sodium are listed). Understandings of
chemical composition of table salt (sodium
chloride) and chemical process of
metabolism of sugars needed.

Contains more written text than wrapper 1.
Written text is made up of compound
sentences, characterised by long nominal
groups (eg. the wholesome and nutritional
goodness of bread). Nominal groups also
used in ingredients list (eg. Organic 100%
Stoneground Wheat Flour) to include
information about quality of ingredients, not
just the everyday ‘factual’ term. How does
this representation function in relation to
that presented in wrapper 1?
The section of writing has style of information
report, stating what the product is. This
brings an authority of fact to this everyday
science text.
Includes command: ‘Enjoy the wholesome and
nutritional goodness….’.
More information about the ingredients NOT
listed in the ingredients list includes the
statement that [The ingredients] conforms
fully with the Australian Standard for
Organic and Bio-Dynamic Produce.
The written paragraph states this bread is for
those concerned with the use of chemicals in
the food we eat. To determine what
chemicals might be ingredients in bread,
students need to compare the ingredients list
of wrapper 2 with wrapper 1.
‘MONEYBACK GUARANTEE’ states that the
bread ‘carries’ something, but it’s not a
concrete ingredient.
Saturated fats -wrappers 1 and 3 list ‘LESS

Contains more written text than wrappers 1 and
2.
Written text uses some compound and one
complex sentence, but main grammatical
device is long nominal groups (eg. A
unique blend of soft, moist grains)..
Reading from top to bottom, immediately after
the emblem, is an everyday summary of
(some) ingredients, presented in italics and
slightly larger than main written text (A
unique blend of wholesome, soft grains).
In the next paragraph down, the quality of
ingredients that set this loaf apart are
evaluated as Only Helga’s, only the finest
ingredients.
Emphatic use of words; list of ‘NO’
ingredients.
The possible inclusion of sesame seeds as an
ingredient differs from wrapper 1. In
wrapper 1, included in ‘attention’ and
emphasises the process of ‘containing’.
Wrapper 3 makes its disclosure under the
ingredients list but not listed as an
ingredient per se: ‘Made in a plant that also
produces products containing sesame
seeds’. It foregrounds the location of
production (in a plant) and uses a word
with multiple meanings (plant).
Range of modality (e.g. you will always enjoy
vis-à-vis Helga’s suggests…).
Information on the quantity of lactose per slice
(NIL) and per 100g (NIL). The inclusion of

THAN 1g’ (NB. capital letters), whereas
wrapper 2 lists the amount as 0.3g. This is
less than 1g, but a different interpretation is
effected. The ‘LESS THAN 1g’ notation
renders the amount of saturated fat in breads
1 and 3 as inconsequential or insignificant.

lactose as a category makes for interesting
discussion. Gives perception that lactose is
bad.
Use of by-line before listing ingredients. By
Australian law, ingredients have to be listed
in order of volume/amount, commencing
with the most used ingredient. Students
should discuss the function of this by-line.

T
Table
Two: Visu
ual Design (inclludes colour, peerspective, visuaal relationship to
t other visualss and verbal tex
xt, size relationsships)

Brread Wrapperr 1
Colles White Breead

Brread Wrappeer 2
Gold
den Hearth Organic

Bread
d Wrapper 3
Helga’ss Mixed Grain
n

Uses strongly conttrasting plain colo
U
ours of black, red
and yellow in white
w
background..
S of red tick, mo
Size
ost dominant, more dominant than
scientific inform
mation (nutrition, ingredients,
storage and ‘atttention’).
P
Product
type (whitte bread) of secon
ndary important,
followed by braand name (Coles $mart
$
Buy) and
weight (650g NET).
N
Science (nuttritional)
information and
d ‘our promise’ do
ownplayed in rank
k
by virtue of sizee.
R tick similar to Heart Safe Tick endorsed
Red
e
by
he Heart Safe Tick
k
Australian Hearrt Foundation. Th
represents the product
p
has been scientifically
s
certified as such
h. It is supposed to
t shortcut the
critical analysiss consumers who are concerned
about their eatin
ng/health might undertake
u
as they
select food prod
ducts.
O
Other
recognisablee symbols includee Australian madee

Uses earthy toones, in keeping with
w
wholesom
me, down-to-earth message.
m
Visuals of an old fashioned kitcchen (suggests
timelessneess), dominant by its
concentrattion of black colou
ur. Shows some
of the uten
nsils/equipment ussed in the
(science off) bread making.
Visual of wheeat husks (signify
wholesom
meness), dominant by its size and
colour. Thhis identifies the co
ore ingredient.
Headings of ‘Nutritional inform
mation’ and
nts’ brought into reelationship by
‘Ingredien
use of stro
ong colour (mid yeellow).
Importance off ‘Nutritional Info
ormation’
explanatio
on and list of ingreedients brought
into domin
nance by use of so
ofter) yellow.
‘MONEYBACK GUARANTE
EE’ written in
uppercase letters and colourred yellow to
s
This provides a
highlight significance.
discourse of
o ‘satisfaction gu
uaranteed’, that
is, that thee science process is
i can be
guaranteedd.

Uses muted greeen and gold colourrs to
suggest nation
nal (Australian) pride,
p
even with an atypical Australiaan name
of “Helga’s”.
Graphic of counttry bakehouse to
reinforce trad
ditional values, fraamed by

logo
(wh
hich implies nation
nal pride) and $
(symbol to sugg
gest value). Thesee discourses of
national pride and
a value sit along
gside the science
discourse of heaalthy/heart safe fo
ood item.

crest of wheat hu
usks and
gold to emphasise naturalness and
wholesomeneess (wheat husk) and
a
status (emblem shape).
Picture of bakehouse has blue skiees and
buildings of earthy
e
tones (acceentuate
nature and bread making is a ‘n
natural’
science).
Rhetorical questiion (Is the bread
Helga’s?) hass relationship with
h
spoken text on
o TV and radio
advertising. Also
A in larger fontt,
thereby denotting significance.
Ingredients list has
h some items bo
olded.
Students shou
uld discuss the fun
nction
of this visual design.

T
Table
Three: Sp
patial Design (in
ncludes visual relationships
r
of text components, use of chartss)

Breead Wrapper 1
Colees White Brea
ad

B
Bread Wrappeer 2
Gold
den Hearth Organic
O

Brea
ad Wrapper 3
Helga’’s Mixed Gra
ain

C
Connects
text throu
ugh colour and sizze, eg. large red

Visual border (jaagged) serves to contain
c
important
text, with perripheral informatiion located outsidee
of border. Th
his wrapper suggeests storage
information is
i peripheral. And
d the storage
information is
i different from that
t of wrapper 1.
Wrapper onee suggests thawed bread needs to bee
consumed wiithin 3 days, but wrappers
w
2&3
only mention
n time for freezing
g. Students should
d
consider how
w ingredients list affects
a
storage
suggestions.
ound ‘MONEYBA
ACK
Double lines aro
GUARANTE
EE’ separates thiss block of
information.
patial dominance,
The central message, a form of sp
is on nutrition. This nutrition panel
p
is also twicee
pers 1 & 3.
as large as thhe panels in wrapp
Hearth visual, Nutritional
N
Information, Ingredientss
list, wheat hu
usks visual are all centred (creates
balance).
Uses chart for nu
utrition informatio
on and takes moree
room than wrrapper 1 or 3. Collumns and rows
have same heeadings but you need
n
to read the
slices per pacckage information
n to work out that
the Golden Hearth
H
Bread is a heavier/larger
h
serving, thereefore when compaaring measures
across the 3 products,
p
the Averrage Quantity perr
100g should be used rather thaan the Average
Quantity perr serving.

Written text and
a visuals in the top half
are centrallly laid out with su
ub-titles
& white sp
pace providing ho
orizontal
division. This
T serves to creaate
balance I the
t half that proviides
sentences about ingredients, the
baking pro
ocess, storage suggestions
and the NO
O ingredients list.
Nutritional in
nformation significcantly
smaller thaan in wrapper 2 an
nd
about equaal to wrapper 1. Layout
L
identified by marked colum
mns.

tick
(has resonance
r
with sy
ymbol used to
represent scienttific testing/approval) connects
with large red for
f $mart buy.
S
Separates
text by blocking
b
text (eg nutrition
n
information, ing
gredients, storagee, attention, our
promise).
U chart for nutrrition information, a summary of
Uses
scientific conceepts made availablle for an
everyday audien
nce. The spatial design
d
used is
columns, separaated by white spacce rather than
lines. The colum
mn title are written in code:
‘Avg. Quantity Per Serving 56grr’ and ‘Avg.
00gr’. Indentation
n is used to show
Quantity Per 10
scientific formss of fat (total and saturated) and
sub-category off carbohydrate (su
ugar).

Conclusion
This paper began by discussing the relationship between science and literacy. It drew on Norris
and Phillips’ (2003) notion of two senses of scientific literacy, derived and fundamental senses,
and used a framework offered by the work of the New London Group (2000) to analyse the
linguistic, visual and spatial designs of an everyday science text, bread wrappers. This analysis
showed the complexity of everyday science texts. It thus offered teachers of an important reason,
as well as a useful framework for, identifying the structural and design features of everyday
science texts. The challenge that remains is how such complexities are articulated in and through
pedagogic practice and their possibilities for assisting in redressing the continued decline in
interest among adolescent students in science (OECD, 2006; Reiss, 2007; Relevance of Science
Education, 2008) and the prediction that approximately 25% of secondary school students would
be unable to ‘participate effectively and productively in life situations related to science’ (OECD,
2006).
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